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Janja Lazar works at Municipality of Ajdovščina as Tourism Development
Expert Assistant. She has a master’s degree from heritage tourism from the
University of Primorska. Administratively speaking, the Vipava Valley
destination covers six municipalities, one of them The Municipality of
Ajdovščina. The municipalities made a combined effort to create the Vipava
Valley destination brand, with the Municipality of Ajdovščina acting as the
coordinator in collaboration with the Regional Development Agency ROD.
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Vipava Valley Souvenirs

The lush Vipava Valley is a very friendly and special place. You can tell at first
sight. Once you surrender to its charms, you will be enthralled by the flavours,
stories and endless possibilities to find beauty in the most unexpected places. The
outdoor types will be captivated by the landscape they pass through on their hikes
or in pursuit of other outdoor activities. Meanwhile, creatures of comfort will be
smitten with the whole local wine and dine experience. We have the perfect
souvenir for all types of people – a small keepsake to bring back fond memories
of the time spent in our valley.
The original, high-quality souvenirs were inspired by the distinctive features of the
Vipava Valley, and crafted by local creators.
We planned the ideas for the souvenirs having workshops with local stakeholders
and then trying to find local creators to manufacture the souvenirs.
The souvenirs are divided into 3 collections: Pleasure-seeker collection, For active
visitors collection, Write down your memoirs collection.
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